Stable 2 Row G 1-5

On Account of BLUE GUM FARM, Euroa, Vic. (As Agent)

Lot 53

BAY FILLY

(Branded ♂ nr sh. 32/6 off sh. Foaled 9th October, 2006.)

(SIRE) Royal Academy (USA)............................... Nijinsky.............................................. by Northern Dancer ........
BEL ESPRIT................................. Crimson Saint.......................... by Crimson Satan..................
Bespoken............................................. Vain...................................................... by Wilkes (Fr)..........................
.......................................................................... Vin’Amour (NZ)................. by Adios (GB)..............

(DAM) DAWN TO DUSK (USA) 1996
Son Of Briartic................................. Tabola...................................................... by Nearctic ....................... Briartic................................. by Neartic .................
Commercial Venture............. by Round Table ................. T V Commercial............. by T V Lark ......................
.......................................................................... Dusk............................................... by Olden Times............

By BEL ESPRIT (B., 1999) Champion 3YO 1400-1800m 2002/03; won 8 races and $2,073,600 inc. MRC Blue Diamond S. Gr 1, BTC Doomben 10,000 Gr 1, VRC Maribyrnong P. Gr 2, MRC Blue Diamond Preview Gr 3. 2d MRC Caulfield Guineas Gr 1, VRC Newmarket H. Gr 1, MVRC Manikato S. Gr 1, MRC Dubai Racing Club Cup Gr 1; his oldest progeny are 2 YO’s and inc. Sp Belcentra; also Beau Esprit, Rich Forever, Gabbidon, etc.

1st DAM DAWN TO DUSK (USA), by Son Of Briartic. Started once. Half-sister to COMMERCIAL CHOICE (USA) (dam of LA LAGUNE, MAKE ME A MIRACLE), Our Game Plan, Teal Top, GOLD TUNIC (dam of TITANIC JACK, SOBER SUIT, Titanic Rose), COMMERCIAL RUN (dam of EMILY RING, DANISH DEAL). This is her sixth foal. Her fifth foal is a yearling. Her fourth foal is a 2YO, 3 raced, 2 winners-
INITIAL VENTURE (f by Hennessy (USA)), 4 wins - 3 in succession - 1000 to 1240m. inc. MRC Cendrillon H. 2d MRC Northwood Plume H., Savoir H.
RED MESHACH (g by Flying Spur). 1 win at 1200m.

2nd DAM Commercial Venture, by T V Commercial. 3 wins in USA. 3d Portland Meadows Goldigger H. Half-sister to JOHNNY D, STARSKUSK, OSCURA (dam of URGENT REQUEST (IRE), Sanmartino), LET ME SLEEP (dam of FAST PHILLY, ENDORMIR, Dormir), CARAMBOLA (dam of WIND FIELDS), SHIBUMI (dam of Sh Bang). Dam of 14 named foals, 10 raced, 8 winners inc.–
COMMERCIAL CHOICE (USA) (f by Knights Choice). 9 wins and $139,300 inc. Golden Gate Blazing Skies H., Brazen S. Dam of-
LA LAGUNE (f by Danehill (USA)), 2 wins - 1 at 2 - at 1000, 1200m. and $351,850. VATC Quezette S. L, SAJC Queen Adelaide S. L. 2d VATC Blue Diamond S. Gr 1, SAJC Breeders’ S. Gr 2, VRC Pura Light Start Sprint H. 3d MRC CV S Hayes S. Gr 3. 4th VRC Sires' Produce S. Gr 1.
MAKE ME A MIRACLE (g by Flying Spur). 7 wins 1100 to 2020m. and $368,035 inc. Canberra National Sprint L, AJC De Bortoli Wines H., STC Members H. 2d Gold Coast Prime Minister's Cup Gr 2, STC Parramatta Leagues Club S. Gr 3. 3d MVRC Bill Stutt S. Gr 2, QTC Brisbane H. L.
GOLD TUNIC (USA). Unraced. Dam of 6 winners inc.–
TITANIC JACK (g by Encosta de Lago). 8 wins 1000 to 1600m. and $1,206,950. VRC Emirates S. Gr 1, MVRc Alister Clark S. Gr 2, VRC Bobbie Lewis Quality Gr 3, MRC Sandown S. Gr 3, Autumn S. Gr 3, VRC Murray Cox H. 2d VRC Newmarket H. Gr 1, MRC Guineas Prelude Gr 3, Zeditave S. L 3d MRC Dubai Racing Club Cup Gr 1, VRC Ascot Vale S. Gr 2, MVRC McEwen Trophy Gr 3. 4th MRC Toorak H. Gr 1.
SOBER SUIT (g by Noalcoholic (Fr)). 8 wins 1122 to 2000m. inc. VATC Toorak H. Gr 1, Easter Cup Gr 3. 2d VRC Scobie Breasley S. L. 3d Gold Coast A.D. Hollindale Cup Gr 2, 4th VRC Nissan S. Gr 1.
TITANIC Rose (g by Flying Spur). 2d VATC Blue Diamond Prelude Gr 3, MVRC Tabaret H. 3d VRC Seppelt Salinger H., MVRC Meadowlea H.
COMMERCIAL RUN (USA). Unraced. Dam of–
EMILY RING (f by Fit To Fight). 8 wins inc. Mountaineer Park New Year's Eve H. L. Oaklawn Park American Beauty S.
DANISH DEAL (g by Septieme Ciel). 2 wins in Canada inc. Marquis Downs Larry Lashyn Prarieiland Futurity.